Post-translational modifications hugely increase the functional diversity of 18 proteomes. Recent algorithms based on ultratolerant database searching are 19 forging a path to unbiased analysis of peptide modifications by shotgun mass 20 spectrometry. However, these approaches identify only half of the modified forms 21 potentially detectable and do not map the modified residue. Moreover, tools for the 22 quantitative analysis of peptide modifications are currently lacking. Here, we 23 present a suite of algorithms that allow comprehensive identification of detectable 24 modifications, pinpoint the modified residues, and enable their quantitative 25 analysis through an integrated statistical model. These developments were used to 26 characterize the impact of mitochondrial heteroplasmy on the proteome and on the 27 modified peptidome in several tissues from 12-week old mice. Our results reveal 28 that heteroplasmy mainly affects cardiac tissue, inducing oxidative damage to 29 proteins of the oxidative phosphorylation system, and provide a molecular 30 mechanism that explains the structural and functional alterations produced in 31 heart mitochondria. 32 33 36
Shotgun mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics (Link et al., 1999) has become a 51 powerful tool for biotechnological and biomedical research. Advances in speed and 52 sensitivity allow the generation of millions of spectra per experiment, but only a 53 minority of these spectra can be mapped to proteins (Griss et al., 2016; Skinner and 54 Kelleher, 2015) . A large proportion of unassigned spectra are thought to arise from 55 peptides containing sequence variants or unknown chemical and posttranslational 56 modifications (PTM) (Griss et al., 2016) , and their characterization is one of the most 57 interesting and challenging goals of current proteomics. A number of computational 58 methods have been proposed for the detection of these unmatched peptides (Berna et al., 59 2007; Griss et al., 2016; Kim and Pevzner, 2014; Ma and Lam, 2014; Shortreed et al., 60 2015; Zhang et al., 2009) . Recently, an "open search" (OS) strategy, where precursor 61 mass tolerances of hundreds of Da were used with a conventional search engine, was 62 reported to identify modified peptides at an unprecedented scale (Skinner and Kelleher, 63 errors in assignment of the monoisotopic precursor mass, was observed with exactly the 116 same number of PSMs ( Figure 1K ). The number of PSMs was also similar for 117 modifications in N-terminal position of the peptide, which only affect b-series and have 118 a negligible effect on identification by HCD fragmentation (Figure 1L,M) . 119
Comet-PTM produced scores similar or higher than those obtained with CS ( Figure 1C , 120 right), except for a small population of peptides for which CS found 2 or more 121 modifications (Figure1C, orange dots). This effect was not due to differences between 122 the scores of CS and those of Comet-PTM ( Figure S1A and B) . Therefore, and unlike 123 OS, the identification performance of Comet-PTM was similar to that of CS for the 124 preselected modifications ( Figure 1D ). In several instances, Comet-PTM correctly 125 located an oxidation on Trp, Pro or Tyr in the same peptide where CS wrongly assigned 126 the oxidation to Met, the predefined variable modification residue in CS ( Figure S1C -127 E). This finding shows that conventional searches for PTM using a variable 7 modification on selected amino acids can force false assignation of the modified 129 residue. Taken together, these data show that the Comet-PTM OS engine efficiently 130 resolves the modification mass shift in the fragmentation series, doubling the number of 131 modified peptides identified by conventional OS and matching the identification 132 performance of targeted CS. 133 134
Comet-PTM detects the location of modifications in the peptide sequence 135
Peptides were identified after Comet-PTM searches with SHIFTS, an algorithm that 136 detects the peaks in the Δ Mass distribution and controls the peptide false discovery rate 137 (FDR) through a conservative, 3-layered approach ( (Figure 2A) . A local score threshold is also defined to control 141 FDR separately within each of the ~1 Da-bins in the Δ Mass distribution ( Figure 2B ). 142
Finally, a peak score threshold is calculated to control FDR separately within each peak 143 detected in the Δ Mass distribution ( Figure 2C) . A PSM is considered correctly 144 identified when its score is above the global and peak thresholds; when a PSM does not 145 form part of a peak, instead of the peak threshold the local threshold is used. This 146 conservative approach allows full control of FDR, avoiding any bias due to the specific 147 behavior of certain kinds of peptide modifications that may be more prone to match 148 decoy sequences. 149
An advantage of Comet-PTM over existing OS approaches is that it automatically 150 assigns the modification to the residue in the peptide sequence that produces the best 151 score and therefore is the modified position that best explains the fragmentation data. 152
Assigning modifications to specific residues is considered a much less reliable process 153 8 than identifying peptides, partly because there is frequently insufficient information to 154 determine the exact modified residue (Chalkley et al., 2008) . To estimate the accuracy 155 of Comet-PTM assignation of a modification to the correct site, we filtered correct 156 identifications using the conservative method described above using 1% FDR threshold 157 and then calculated the fraction of PSMs in which the mass shift was located in amino 158 acids predicted to harbor well-known modifications. Oxidation was located to Met, Trp 159 or Pro in 82% of cases, and deamidation to Asn, Gln or carbamidomethylated Cys in 160 86% of cases (Figure 2 D) . Considering six well-known modifications, the overall 161 accuracy of Comet-PTM was estimated to be around 85%. 162
We then analyzed which amino acids were assigned to known modifications with a 163 frequency above that expected by chance. Among the most frequent, we only found 164 well-known modifications like oxidized Met and Trp, deamidated Asn, Gln and 165 carbamidomethylated Cys, phosphorylated Ser, trioxidized Cys and Trp and 166 kynurenine-modified Trp (Figure 2E ). Some Pro modifications were also found with the 167
ΔMass of kynurenine-modified Trp (Figure 2E ), but all of them corresponded to 168 homologous peptides that contained the Pro > Thr substitution, which has the same 169 ΔMass ( Figure S2 ), and that were assigned the same score. Finally, Trp iodination was 170 also clearly detected above background ( Figure 2E ). This modification was unexpected 171 because although Trp halogenases have been described in bacteria (van Pee and Patallo, 172 2006) they are not present in mammals, and Trp iodination has not been described 173 before as a chemical artifact. The majority of peptides containing iodinated Trp 174 contained neither Tyr nor His, the 2 amino acids known to react with iodine. A careful 175 inspection of their fragment spectra confirmed the presence of y-fragments that could 176 only be explained by Trp being the modified residue ( Figure S3 ). In addition, the only 9 modification described in Unimod that matched the observed mass shift corresponded to 178 iodination. From all these data we concluded that Trp was iodinated in these peptides, 179 most probably as a side-chain reaction of the iodine produced from the Cys-alkylating 180 reagent iodoacetamide. This finding further highlights the accuracy of Comet-PTM to 181 locate the site of modification and suggests that this OS engine may be useful for 182 detecting novel peptide modifications in specific amino acids. 183 184 A single integrated statistical framework allows quantification of the proteome and 185 of the modified peptidome 186
For the quantitative analysis of modified peptides, we developed a novel algorithm 187 based on a previously proposed systematic workflow (Garcia-Marques et al., 2016; 188 Navarro et al., 2014) ( Figure 3A) . The algorithm includes a peptide-to-protein 189 integration step that quantifies protein values from the unmodified peptide forms and 190 then computes the standardized log2-ratio of the modified peptides with respect to these 191 protein values (ܼ ) ( Figure 3B ). This makes it possible to detect modified peptides 192 whose behaviors deviate significantly from those of the unmodified peptides from the 193 same protein. Note that the algorithm calculates peptide abundances relative to the 194 parent protein, not to the mean of all the peptides in the sample, so that changes at the 195 peptide level are unaffected by changes in protein abundance. When applied to a 196 biological model, the ܼ distributions of the unmodified and modified peptide forms 197 precisely followed the expected null hypothesis distribution in different tissues from 2 198 mouse strains ( Figure 3C ). These results convincingly demonstrate that the quantitative 199 behavior of the entire population of modified peptides can be modelled accurately, 200 providing a robust statistical framework within which to analyze abundance changes in 201 high-throughput experiments. This allowed detection of significant changes in certain 202 10 modified peptides against the null hypothesis in specific situations (Figure 3C, lower 203 left). 204 The same workflow used for peptide quantitation allowed the analysis of protein 205 abundance changes and the characterization of functional categories that were affected 206 by the coordinated action of proteins, using the Systems Biology Triangle (SBT) model 207 (Garcia-Marques et al., 2016) ( Figure 3A ). This statistical design thus allowed a full 208 description of the alterations in the modified peptidome in the global context of changes 209 in the proteome. 210 211
Heteroplasmy produces protein alterations consistent with a mitochondrial 212 dysfunction in heart 213
We used Comet-PTM and associated tools to study the molecular impact of 214 mitochondrial heteroplasmy on the proteome and the modified peptidome in heart, liver 215 and skeletal muscle from 12-week old mice, in a model we describe in detail in another 216 report (Latorre-Pellicer et al., submitted) . SBT model analysis of the quantitative protein 217 data from the heart revealed a coordinated decrease of proteins related to muscle 218 function and the oxidative phosphorylation system (OXPHOS) and a coordinated 219 increase of tubulins, myosins and proteins involved in vesicle trafficking. The muscle-220 function proteins included KCRS (mitochondrial creatine kinase) and VDAC3, which 221
are key suppliers of phosphocreatine to the sarcomere, and SGCG and KGP1, which are 222 essential for sarcomere contraction (Table S1 ). These alterations found in heteroplasmic 223 mice are highly consistent with the decreased ATP synthesis and the abnormal increase 224 in phosphocreatine/ATP ratio in heart and with the increase in plasma creatine kinase 225 we have reported in this animal model (Latorre-Pellicer et al., submitted) , and provide 226 evidence that heteroplasmic cardiac mitochondria have a compromised ability to supply 227 11 energy to the sarcomere. Among the increased vesicle trafficking proteins, STXB3 and 228 VAMP2 are implicated in the insulin-dependent movement of GLUT4 from inner 229 vesicles to the plasma membrane. This finding also agrees with the higher glucose 230 uptake we detected in heteroplasmic hearts (Latorre-Pellicer et al., submitted) , pointing 231 to a shift toward glycolytic metabolism in order to compensate the reduced 232 phosphocreatine supply from OXPHOS. The coordinated decrease in blood proteins and 233 the increase in heart cytoskeletal proteins in heteroplasmic animals suggest a 234 homeostatic effort to maintain cardiac cell structure. 235
Heteroplasmy had not effect on OXPHOS protein levels in liver, but did produce a 236 coordinated increase of DHA signaling pathway proteins ( Figure 3D ), including AKT2, 237 BID and B2CL1 (Table S1 ). AKT2 plays an essential role in the progression of the 238 inflammatory response and apoptosis (Lopez-Carballo et al., 2002) ; consistent with this 239 finding, heteroplasmic mice show signs of inflammation in the liver with aging 240 (Latorre-Pellicer et al., submitted) . Heteroplasmic liver also showed coordinated 241 increases in a group of myosins and phosphatidylinositol pathway proteins, probably 242 reflecting a homeostatic response. These data thus indicate that at the age of 12 weeks 243 heteroplasmy produces a decrease in OXPHOS proteins in heart, probably reflecting 244 mitochondrial dysfunction, but not in liver. 245
In heteroplasmic muscle we detected a coordinated decrease of proteins regulating cell 246 shape, such as tubulins and microtubule proteins ( Figure 3D ). On the other hand, the 247 thick-filament myosins, as well as calcium transporting proteins, were increased, 248
suggesting the induction of compensatory mechanisms. However, we found no evidence 249 of altered expressión of mitochondrial proteins in muscle at this age. 250 251
Heteroplasmy induces oxidative modifications of OXPHOS proteins in heart 252 12
To study the impact of heteroplasmy on the modified peptidome, we first compared the 253 Δ Mass distribution of peptides searched with Comet-PTM and identified with SHIFTS 254 in the 3 tissues. The distribution of the most abundant peaks was very similar in liver, 255 heart and muscle ( Figure S3 ). In addition to the most intense peak corresponding to 256 unmodified peptides, we found peaks corresponding to oxidized and deamidated 257 peptides, and dioxidized peptides were also frequent. Other frequent modifications were 258 artifacts produced by TMT reagents and iodoacetamide treatments, sodium adducts and 259 missed cleavages. Some tissue-specific modifications were also detected, mostly in the 260 region from 50 to 100 Da. Among these, phosphorylated peptides were more abundant 261 in muscle and 90% of these peptides belonged to proteins implicated in muscle 262 contractility, consistent with the regulatory role of phosphorylation in the sarcomere. 263
Within each Δ mass peak, we analyzed the distribution of the modified amino acid 264 residues which were assigned to frequent modifications using the unbiased approach 265 followed in Figure 2E . Confirming the results described above, amino acids known to 266 harbor specific modifications were mostly located correctly ( Figure S4 ). Interestingly, 267 the relative proportion of modified sites was remarkably conserved across the 3 tissues, 268 with the exception of tyrosine iodination, which was prominent in heart but less 269 frequent in liver and skeletal muscle ( Figure S4 ). This analysis also detected the 270 increased frequency of phosphorylation in muscle ( Figure S4 ). We estimated that about 271 one quarter of the total peptidome in the 3 tissues had known posttranslational 272 modifications, mostly oxidation and deamidation; less than 10% of modifications were 273 chemical artifacts ( Figure 4A ). 274
Secondly, we studied whether heteroplasmy altered the pattern of modifications in each 275 tissue by analyzing the quantitative data with the integrative statistical algorithm ( Figure  276 3A). Heteroplasmy induced marked tissue-specific modifications, most of them 277 concentrated in heart and barely detectable in skeletal muscle ( Figure 4B ). The vast 278 majority of increased modifications in heart were oxidative, affecting mostly to Tyr, 13 Trp, Pro and Phe and to a lesser extent Asn, Cys and Asp ( Figure 4C ). Heteroplasmy 280 also induced phosphorylation and methylation in the heart. The pattern of modifications 281 was similar in liver, but the effect of heteroplasmy on this tissue was significantly less 282 pronounced. 283
Functional enrichment analysis revealed that heteroplasmy-induced modifications in 284 mice heart were mostly located in mitochondrial proteins, particularly those located in 285 the inner mitochondrial membrane; moreover, most of the modified proteins were 286 OXPHOS proteins, which were enriched with multiple oxidative modifications ( Figure  287 5A). TCA cycle proteins and those related to the oxidoreductase complex were enriched 288 in several modifications. Deamidation affected several mitochondria-related categories, 289 and phosphorylation affected proteins related to contractility. Heteroplasmy-induced 290 modifications affected considerably fewer categories in liver ( Figure 5B ) and were not 291 significantly enriched in muscle ( Figure 5C ), where only a few decreased categories 292 were detected, containing low numbers of proteins. Deamidated peptides were found in 293 proteins related to mitochondria, NAD binding and extracellular exosomea in both heart 294 and liver, suggesting that these modifications do not participate in the tissue-specific 295 phenotypic differences between heteroplasmic and control mice 296 submitted) . 297
Interestingly, heteroplasmy decreased phosphorylations in proteins related to chaperone 298 activity in the heart but had the opposite effect in liver ( Figure 5A and B). This category 299 contains the two HSP90 isoforms (HSP90AA1 and HSP90AB1), which harbor PTM 300 sites involved in the regulation of the chaperone activity (Mollapour and Neckers, 301 2012). These isoforms are known to be phosphorylated at Ser263 and Ser255, 302 respectively (Hu et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017) , within the CK2 phosphorylation motif 303 (S-X-X-E) that is crucial for protein activity. In particular, phosphorylation at Ser255 is 304 required for the activation of MAPK/ERK pathway. Comet-PTM and SHIFTS identified 305 14 these 2 phosphorylated sites, and heteroplasmy decreased their levels in heart while 306 increasing them in liver (Figure5D), suggesting that heteroplasmy differentially affects 307 chaperone activity. These data support the role we have proposed for the endoplasmatic 308 reticulum and the mitochondrial unfolded stress response in cardiac heteroplasmy 309 (Latorre-Pellicer et al., submitted) . 310
To compare the alterations in the modified peptidome with the changes observed at the 311 protein level, we mapped the proteins that harbored post-translational modifications 312 affected by heteroplasmy into the protein distribution plots that depicted coordinated 313 protein responses (red and blue dots in Figure 3D ). The majority of increased 314 modifications were mapped into the OXPHOS protein category in heart, which was 315 decreased, while the proteins belonging to the rest of categories were mostly unaffected. 316
This finding suggests that the oxidative damage produced by heteroplasmy in heart 317 OXPHOS proteins induced their degradation, and is in good agreement with the 318 increase in oxidative stress observed in heart slices, embryonic fibroblasts and adult 319 fibroblasts of heteroplasmic mice (Latorre-Pellicer et al., submitted) . 320
Among the OXPHOS proteins affected by heteroplasmy, most oxidative modifications 321 occurred in the 4 respiratory protein complexes, except for Trp oxidations, which were 322 mostly concentrated in C-IV ( Figure 6A ). The modifications were clustered in groups of 323 proteins located together in the structure of the complexes, and predominantly affected 324 proteins orientated toward the mitochondrial matrix ( Figure 6 ), where proteins are more 325 exposed to mitochondrial ROS. In further analysis, we used Consurf to calculate 326 evolutionary conservation profiles for the affected residues (Ashkenazy et al., 2016) and 327 mapped the modifications onto the known 3D structures of the complexes, when 328 available, or onto their predicted models (Meier and Soding, 2015) . We found that 70% 329 of the modified residues were conserved or interacted with conserved regions (Table  330 S3). Moreover, most of the modifications were located on the protein surface, and those 331 15 that were buried tended to have high conservation scores, suggesting they are important 332 for structural stability or folding (Table S3 ). These findings suggest that these oxidative 333 modifications compromise OXPHOS protein function. This viewpoint is supported by 334 the decreased ATP synthesis capacity we have determined in heteroplasmic heart 335 database searching engine, it is important to note that the underlying concept is 356 extrapolable to any other searching engine, opening the way to near-complete analysis 16 of the protein-modification landscape in biological systems using tools already used by 358 the proteomics community. In addition, our method provides information on the most 359 probable site containing the modification with an accuracy estimated to be around 85%. 360
We should note that, in its current state of development, the method might fail the 361 peptide contains more than one modification. However, the impact of this limitation on 362 the general performance of the algorithm seems small, since the fraction of multiply 363 modified peptides that were not identified was almost negligible. We also introduced a 364 conservative, three-layered approach to control the FDR of peptide identification. Our 365 local FDR calculation is similar to that used by MSFragger (Kong et al., 2017) , with the 366 only difference that we used the decoy/target competition strategy to estimate FDR, 367
while Kong et al. modeled local score distributions, in the same 1 Da bins, as a mixture 368 of correct and incorrect identifications and calculated the probability of correct 369 identification by the Bayes rule. As recognized by these authors, their approach did not 370 take into account the p.p.m. levels of accuracy produced by high-resolution instruments 371 (Kong et al., 2017) , which we have considered in our model by applying an additional 372 peak FDR estimation. In addition, we found it necessary to introduce a third global FDR 373 filter to avoid identification of low-scoring peptides in local bins or in peaks that, as in 374 the case of oxidation, concentrate high numbers of target PSMs. 375
The new algorithm allowed us to produce peptide maps containing realistic proportions 376 of unmodified peptides, posttranslational modifications, and chemical artifacts in mouse 377 tissues, and of amino acid residues subjected to each type of modification. We show that 378 the basal distribution of modifications and modified amino acids is remarkably similar 379 across the 3 mouse tissues studied, indicating that the algorithm generates reproducible 380 results and that most peptide modifications are of an oxidative nature. Many of the 381 modifications are introduced during sample preparation, including those induced by 382 exposure to Cys-alkylating and amine-directed isobaric labeling reagents; while these 383 17 agents are thought to be highly specific, in the practice they produce secondary 384 reactions with other nucleophiles. 385
The ability to perform a truly hypothesis-free high-throughput analysis of modifications 386 can contribute to a deeper understanding of the relation between protein chemistry and 387 function; however, the most important biological insight obtainable with shotgun 388 proteomics is how these modifications are altered during normal physiological 389 processes or as a consequence of disease. The statistical approach presented here 390 enables quantitative analysis of the modified peptidome within the same framework 391 used for the analysis of unmodified proteome; this approach thus allows coherent 392 interpretation of all the results and opens the way to integrated systems-biology 393 analysis. We demonstrate the performance of the new algorithm by simultaneously 394 characterizing, in 3 tissues of a mouse model, the quantitative impact of heteroplasmy 395 on the proteome and on the modified peptidome. To our knowledge, this is the first 396 study to apply open-search-based approaches together with quantitative mass 397 spectrometry, allowing comprehensive and unbiased characterization of alterations in 398 the protein modification landscape produced in a biological system. 399
Our results reveal that the major hallmark of mitochondrial heteroplasmy in 12-week 400 old animals is oxidative damage to OXPHOS proteins in the heart. This is reflected in 401 the increased levels of oxidative modifications and in the decreased levels of OXPHOS 402 proteins. Our data support the notion that heteroplasmy between different non-403 pathological mtDNA variants affects the performance of the OXPHOS system in the 404 heart, resulting in a compromised mitochondrial ROS handling that triggers an oxidative 405 stress response and impairs the ability to supply energy to the sarcomere. Heteroplasmy 406 is known to be related to ROS production (Hämäläinen et al., 2015; 2013) and also 407 affects the levels of contractile proteins in muscle. These alterations do not occur in 408 liver, which is able to resolve heteroplasmy (Latorre-Pellicer et al., submitted). Our data 409 18 thus provide a molecular mechanism that explains the functional findings reported in 410 heteroplastic heart, including a diminished ability of mitochondria to produce ATP, 411 increased glucose uptake, an exacerbated phosphocreatine/ATP ratio, and mitochondrial 412 
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Mass is then 560 iteratively added to each amino acid in the peptide sequence and the position that yields 561 the best score is selected as the correct match. PSMs. 585
(B)
Local score thresholds applied in each ~1 Da bin in the Δ Mass distribution. 586
(C)
Peak score thresholds applied to the peaks detected by SHIFTS in the Δ Mass 587 distribution. 588
(D)
Percentage of success assignation of modification sites located in the indicated 589 residues for each one of the displayed modifications. iodination. The conservation scores of these peptides are listed in Table S3 , from which 681 the results of Vseq analysis can also be downloaded. 682 27 See also Table S3 . Figure 1B) . The selected candidate is the modified peptide form that produces the 756 highest Xcorr. This design allows Comet-PTM to reach the score that would have been 757 obtained by performing a targeted CS with the same modification in the same position. 758
Note that the scores are not exactly identical, since CS uses the theoretical mass of the 759 modification and Comet-PTM estimates it from the difference between the precursor 760 mass and the theoretical mass of the non-modified peptide, and experimental errors on 761 this estimate may affect fragment matching. This effect is, however, small when low 762 ppm precursor mass accuracies are used ( Figure S1A and B) . Comet-PTM has a user-763 selectable option of scoring also the non-modified peptide sequence (even when ΔMass 764 is different from zero), to take into account labile modifications (Kong et al., 2017) . Mass recalibration. SHIFTS firstly recalibrates precursor peptide masses 777 independently in each raw file. This was done by selecting a population of non-modified 778 peptides with a very high score (user selectable; recommended values are those yielding 779 31 0.1% global FDR or lower), which are assumed to be true identifications and are used to 780 calculate the systematic mass error (median deviation in m/z scale), which is assumed to 781 be constant in each raw file. From these data, SHIFTS also calculates the standard 782 deviation of the mass error (ߪ ெ ) using the median absolute deviation (MAD) method. 783
Peak identification. Recalibrated ΔMass values were binned using 0.001 Da bins 784 to construct the ΔMass distribution. The distribution was smoothed using the median of 785 a 7-point sliding window and then peak apexes were detected as downward zero-786 crossings in the first derivative of the smoothed curve. Peak widths were similarly 787 calculated as the zero-crossing points of the second derivative; in the current version of 788 SHIFTS they are computed only for informative purposes. 789
Peak assignation. By default SHIFTS assigns a PSM to the closest ΔMass peak if 790 the mass deviation of the PSM from the peak falls within 3 ߪ ெ , so that approximately 791 99% of PSM in each peak are assigned. This value can be user adjusted. PSM not 792 assigned to peaks were considered as orphan PSM. 793 FDR calculation. SHIFTS calculates FDR of identification using a conventional 794 target/decoy strategy using the corrected Xcorr score (cXcorr) (Choi and Nesvizhskii, 795 2008; Keller et al., 2002) . A global FDR was calculated for each PSM as the ratio of the 796 number of decoy PSMs to the number of target PSMs having a cXcorr equal or higher. 797 Decoy peptides matched by Comet-PTM were observed to be almost as abundant as 798 target peptides in the negative ΔMass region below the peak corresponding to neutral 799 loss of Gly (Figure 2A) , where ΔMass peaks were mostly produced by neutral loss of 800 amino acids. For this reason, the global FDR was only calculated in the ΔMass region 801 above -56 Da (Figure 2A ). All the PSM are required to have FDR lower than the global 802 FDR, without exception. 803
In addition, local FDR filters are also applied. Some ΔMass peaks were observed 804 to contain an unusually high number of decoy PSM; to avoid matching false positive 805 target PSM in these peaks, SHIFTS also calculates a peak FDR counting up the number 806 of decoys and target PSM assigned to each peak, and these PSM are required to pass the 807 peak FDR filter in addition to the global FDR filter ( Figure 2C ). Note that peak FDRs 808 are often very low suggesting that the majority of PSM in these peaks are true, even 809 when they have a low cXcorr. This happens because the probability of finding a decoy 810 32 PSM in a peak by chance alone is extremely low. SHIFTS avoids matching these low 811 scoring target PSM by applying the global FDR filter. 812
To apply a local filter to PSM which are not assigned to ΔMass peaks, e.g. to 813 orphan PSM, SHIFTS models the periodic mass distribution of decoy PSM into ~1 Da-814 bins centered at the regions where ΔMass values concentrate, and calculates a local 815 FDR by counting up decoy and target PSM in each one of these regions (Figure 2B) . 816
The local FDR filter is applied to orphan PSM in addition to the global FDR filter. 817
Default values for peptide identification were 1% for peak and local FDR; 5% for global 818 FDR. Among the peptides significantly changed by heteroplasmy and suspected to have 819 relevant biological activity, including all the peptides in Table S3 , only those that 820 passed analysis with Vseq program (Cogliati et al., 2016) were considered as trustable 821
identifications. 822
Isotopic correction. SHIFTS also performs a simple isotopic correction to 823 minimize missassignations of the correct monoisotopic peak of the precursor. When two 824 PSM having the same sequence are encountered having a ΔMass difference within 1 825 ppm of the mass difference expected for either one or two 13 C or one 34 S, the ΔMass of 826 the heaviest precursor is substituted by that of the lightest one. ΔMass values against Unimod database, taking into account the amino acid modified 831 according to Comet-PTM output and also the preceding and consecutive residues, 832 comparing them with the list of amino acids that could be subjected to the modification 833 according to Unimod. If no amino acid was matched, the modification was considered 834 as unassigned. Residues containing modifications that were fixed in the database search 835 were considered with and without the fixed modification; when not indicated, the amino 836 acid contains the fixed modification (e.g., C_oxidation means oxidation of 837 carbamidomethylated Cys and K_oxidation, oxidation of TMT-labelled Lys). ΔMass 838 values that could not be matched were tentatively tested assuming one 13 C 839 misassignment of the monoisotopic mass of the precursor and also as combinations of 840 two modifications from a list of the most abundant modifications found in the 841 corresponding proteome. Unexplained ΔMass values were termed as unknown. MS/MS 33 fragmentation spectra from the most abundant modifications that changed their 843 abundance in heteroplasmic mice and all the peptides in Table S3 were revised using 844 Vseq program (Cogliati et al., 2016) . 845 846 Peptide quantification and statistical analysis. The quantitative information 847 from TMT reporter intensities was integrated from the spectrum level to the peptide 848 level and then to the protein level on the basis of the WSPP model (Martinez-Acedo et 849 al., 2012; Navarro et al., 2014) , respectively), were 861 calculated as described (Navarro et al., 2014) . 862
The spectrum, peptide and protein variances and the protein values were firstly 863 determined including only non-modified peptides ( Figure 3B ). In a second step, the 864 modified peptides were included in the analysis, which was performed using the 865 variances and protein values calculated previously. For each modified peptide, the 866 standardized variable ‫ݖ(‬ The residues harboring the modification are underlined. Residues predicted to be 949 functional (conservation score 8-9 and exposed) are highlighted in red; residues 950 predicted to have structural implications (conservation score 9 and buried), in blue; 951 highly conserved residues (conservation score >5), in green. Most PTMs are on highly 952 conserved residues or next to highly conserved residues. Conservation scores were rated 953 from 9 (highest conservation) to 1 (highest variability) by the ConSurf server 954 (Ashkenazy et al., 2016) . 
